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12-YEAR WEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
TUF STUF™ CLASSIC CUT™ Collection
TUF STUF™ FANCY FREE™ Collection
TUF STUF™ PLANK YOU VERY MUCH™ Collection
TUF STUF™ High Performance Flooring will furnish replacement flooring free of charge for the
following Commercial Resilient Sheet Flooring collections if there is a loss of original pattern and
color under normal commercial use of TUF STUF™ for Twelve (12) years from date of installation,
provided the flooring was installed and maintained according to standards set by TUF STUF™ High
Performance Flooring: TUF STUF™ CLASSIC CUT™ Collection, TUF STUF™ FANCY FREE™
Collection and TUF STUF™ PLANK YOU VERY MUCH™ Collection.

This Warranty shall include a reasonable amount of labor that is required for removing and
reinstalling the replacement flooring. This Warranty does not include damage due to improper
installation or maintenance, excessive moisture or alkalis in the sub-floor or conditions arising from
hydrostatic pressure, burns or loss due to inconvenience, incidental expenses or consequential
damages.
Some states do not allow the exclusion of limitation of incidental or consequential damage so that
the above limitation and exclusion may not apply to you. This Warranty gives you specific legal
rights, and you may have other legal rights which vary from state to state. This Warranty is in lieu
of any other express warranties. This Warranty service is available only by notice to
TUF STUF™ High Performance Flooring through the dealer or distributor from whom
the purchase was made.
EXCLUSIONS FROM WARRANTY: Reduction of gloss from use. Difference of color to product
from samples or catalog. Problems resulting from excess moisture, hydrostatic pressure, and
alkalis from substrate. Labor charges on product installed with obvious defect. Problems due to
stains, burns, scuffs, gouges, cuts, including damage due to failure to use floor protectors. Also not
covered are stains due to tracked in foreign matter such as driveway sealers,
asphalt, and oil drippings. Discoloration caused by sunlight and mildew are excluded.
Use only TUF STIK™ Adhesive for installation – Warranty is Void if not used.
DO NOT WAX.
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